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1. Settings
    1.Wifi connection

2.Mobile network

More

Find            in system settings，Check that the wifi switch is on and click enter：

Find                in system settings，select network mode：

As shown above, select the hot spot you want to connect to in the wifi hot spots list.
You may need to enter the connection password, click on the connection, and
complete the wifi connection.
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3.Bluetooth

Setup, Airplane Mode, Mobile Network , Hot spot name,hotspot password .
Note: The first choice of Mobile Network requires to activate the SIM or connect your card

Turn Bluetooth on or off, set the Bluetooth name, and set the Bluetooth phone answering 
methods, and display previously paired Bluetooth, or search for new devices.
4.General

At this interface to complete the language replacement and navigation settings.
Language

Key learning
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5.Audio

6.Display（Reverse options are set on this interface）

set up the screen button learning, steering wheel button learning, panel button learning, 
bus button learning There are other voice suspension buttons, voice wake-up subswitches, 
switch floating shortcut buttons, driving video bans, headlight inspection, automatic set 
date and time, and manual set date and time

All sound settings are set at this interface, such as: key tone, call volume, media volume, 
navigation volume navigation sound reduction ratio, reverse sound reduction ratio, NTG 
mode navigation gain.

Reverse mode
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The display interface can set the brightness, reverse mode, reversing reference line, 
reversing mirror , reversing camera format and time-lapse of reversing video

Original Reverse mode Select "AUD"or “original camera”

General aftermarket Reverse mode Select "NTSC"

Reverse camera format
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7.Version

Click on the CANBUS version to upgrade the CANBUS

Calibrating the screen touch when it is deviated or inaccurate can bring the screen touch 
back to normal.

Click the recovery factory setting option, pop up the confirmation interface, click OK, 
after the unit restart, return to the factory state, and your setting information 
will be cleared.

Android version
CANBUS VERSION

Recovery factory settings

Touch calibration
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Android settings (4G settings)
Find the Android Settings icon in the application interface and point in：

There are two cards, card 1 is built-in card, card 2 is external card, card 1 is the 
default, card into their own card ,hand selection card 2

Network and Internet
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Click on the APP that you want to uninstall

Application and Notification (Uninstall)

System (input put settings)
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8.Software installation
Find the File Manager icon in the application interface and point in：
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Sound Effects
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Click and Enter the Sound Effect Settings  , and clicking on the sound effects options 
in each mode.
Choose multiple preset sound modes or customize favorite settings

Click the front and right four arrows to adjust the volume ratio of the four horns in the car.
The "Black dot"  in the center is indicated the volume ratio is consistent.
Click the recovery icon "     " in the positive lower corner to restore the current balance 
setting to the default value.

The left and right sliding loudness slip bar will change the current loudness value, and 
improving the loudness will increase the gain value of the low-frequency partial sound.
Please raise the loudness value reasonably, and excessive lifting can cause the audio 
signal distortion.

Sound Effects

Emperor position

Professional master
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Carplay (Zlink)
Connect the phone to the USB interface of the car, click the Zlink APP icon in the 
iPhone, the iPhone function is mapped to the display of the unit, the phone and 
the unit control each other.
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GPS antenna

Install the antenna inside the car
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